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Abstract: Imam Zarkasyi was a figure who gave birth to the modern pesantren and ulama cadre in Indonesia. This review is based on literature research with a historical approach. The sources of information depart from the biography and the concept of thought, the methods and information instrumentation from books, papers, posts, magazines, websites, and other types of documentation. The information was analyzed using management systems that can draw information from documentation. Relevant data sourced from works on the topic were analyzed descriptively. The research results are 1) based on "Pondok Modern Synthesis," 2) aiming to produce students who are ready for society, 3) changing the traditional integrity system to the classical boarding school system, 4) presenting educational methods with direction, training, assignments, habituation, guards, role model, and approaches, 5) integrating curriculum with religious material, general material, and language proficiency, 6) forming a waqf body to minimize disputes over ownership and decision making, 7) instilling the psychological value, the Motto of the boarding school, and the philosophy of life, and 8) changing the pattern in appearance from shabby to a modern dress style. This study indicates that modern pesantren as an educational institution has been well-managed and provides great impacts on students or santri as cadres of scholars who are educated to become the next ulama's successors.

INTRODUCTION
Pesantren is the oldest institution in the history of Islamic education in Indonesia (Hamruni & W, 2016). It has its uniqueness (Ibrahim, 2014), which is indigenous (Yusutria & Febriana, 2019). Pesantren institutions play a role in the religious, moral, mental, and social changes for the benefit of humanity and the cadre of militant ulama (Arifinsyah et al., 2020). During the development of Pesantren, some only taught classical Islamic books to their students, called traditional pesantren. However, there are also Pesantren that teach their students classical Islamic books and general science, better known as modern Pesantren (Kholili, 2021; Ridhwan et al., 2018).

Imam Zarkasyi criticized the patterns and systems of traditional pesantren whose weaknesses need to be improved fundamentally. The weaknesses are related to the curriculum that only prioritizes religious knowledge that influences the alumni in obtaining job opportunities in society. Society demands general knowledge, mastery of information and technology, and skills. Second, the learning methodology lacks
confidence in empowering graduates, especially in Arabic. Third, the management system is centralistic, undemocratic, closed, and emotional. The rules in the pesantren make a Kyai has full power in issuing policies and decisions, especially if the pesantren is family-owned. Fourth, the old conservative-normative methods and techniques do not want to embrace changes (Hashim, 2021; Juhaeni et al., 2021).

He sees various problems faced by these traditional pesantren institutions. KH. Imam Zarkasyi wanted to fix the problem by reforming the modern system closer to the current Pesantren. The modernization can not be separated from the contribution of a well-known scholar, KH. Imam Zarkasyi, founded the Gontor pesantren with his two brothers, KH. Abdullah Sahal and KH. Zainuddin Fanani.

Pesantren is the most ideal and appropriate educational institution to produce leaders of the ummah, nation, and state. They are equipped with attitudes, views of life, and a philosophy of life so that they will be of use in the future (Purwanto et al., 2021; Suali, 2020). The pesantren educational institutions are training, educating, fostering, directing students to be faithful, devout, and have a noble character to uphold the truth. There are thoughts and ideas to make pesantren educational institutions more advanced and modern in the future to answer the challenges of the times and information technology. Also, to anticipate the scarcity of ulama in Indonesia.

The discussion about modern Pesantren is still interesting for researchers to discuss. Several studies have been conducted. Islah Gusmian published a paper entitled "K.H. Raden Muhammad Adnan (1889-1969 AD): Ulama and Fighters in the Fields of Education, Politics, and Religion from Kauman, Surakarta". Raden Muhammad Adnan's thoughts on religious education are the framework for character building and religiosity. Pesantren fosters a great love for the country. However, the study does not discuss the concept of modernizing pesantren and the patterns of cadre scholarships (Gusmian, 2018).

Imroatul Fatihah describes the leadership of KH. Imam Zarkasyi in leading the Darussalam Gontor Pesantren (PMDG). Her study discusses the administration of KH. Imam Zarkasyi explicitly by promoting exemplary (role model) and discipline. Therefore, the leadership pattern touches the students’ soul, spirit, and mentality not only in the form of knowledge (Fatihah, 2018).

Afi Farkhan Masrur’s study entitled "Character Education of KH Imam Zarkasyi" is motivated by the younger generation influenced by negative external cultures, such as promiscuity and reduced morality to the elderly and others. The Pesantren education institutions can put character education as the basis for every student to navigate the lives of many communities. KH. Imam Zarkasyi as the founder of the Gontor Pesantren laid the foundation for character education at the Pesantren. The character values instilled are the Motto and the five principles (Masrur, 2018).

Puthut Waskito, Juniaris Agung Wicaksono, Ady Alfian Mahmudinata, discussed "The values of character education at the Darussalam Gontor Modern Pesantren". The values found are religiosity, environmental, social care, brotherhood, peace-loving, tolerance and democracy, discipline and responsibility, nationality and love for the country, independence and hard work, creativity, reading and appreciating achievement, and simplicity. These values are implemented in students through direction, training, assignments, habituation, guidance, and role model (Waskito et al., 2016).

Joni Syamsuri conducted a study entitled "The Existence and Contribution
of the Darussalam Gontor Pesantren in Human Resources Development." He explained that Pesantren serves as institutions for developing religious knowledge and the medium of da'wah and human resources. Pesantren also serves the community with a commitment to Amar Ma'ruf Nahi Munkar in various forms (Syamsuri & Borhan, 2016).

Many researchers who have studied pesantren have not explained Imam Zarkasyi as an icon of pesantren modernization and cadre of ulama in Indonesia. The problem in this research is related to KH. Imam Zarkasyi (1910-1985), who has become an icon of the modernization of pesantren in Indonesia, has formed the regeneration of ulama in Indonesia. Therefore, this study is focused on KH. Imam Zarkasyi (1910-1985); the icon of modernization of pesantren and ulama cadres in Indonesia.

THEORETICAL SUPPORT
Biography of Imam Zarkasyi

Imam Zarkasyi was a scholar, a thinker, and a fighter who significantly contributed to the modernization of Pesantren and the cadre of ulama in Indonesia. He was born in Gontor village on March 21, 1910. Gontor village is located in Ponorogo Regency, East Java province, and died on April 30, 1985, at 9. PM at the Madiun General Hospital. Imam Zarkasyi is the seventh child of Kyai Santoso Anom Besari, the third generation of the old Gontor Pesantren leader (D W I Budiman Assiroji, 2018). Imam Zarkasyi founded the Gontor pesantren together with his two brothers, KH. Abdullah Sahal, and KH. Zainuddin Fanani. They are known as "Trimurti" (Fatihah, 2018).

Imam Zarkasyi received education from the Josari Pesantren, the Joresan Pesantren, and the Tegalsari Pesantren. He then continued to the Ongkoloro school in 1925. After that, KH. Imam Zarkasyi studied religion at Pesantren Jamsarem Solo. Imam Zarkasyi also studied at Kweekschool in Padang Panjang in 1935. However, he previously studied at Mamba'ul Ulum and the Arabiyah Adabiyah school.

Imam Zarkasyi knew and understood a good school and madrassa system with a well-structured curriculum. He found a correct method and system for teaching Arabic and English after graduating from Thawalib School and continuing at Normal School (Kulliyatul Muallimin al-Islamiyah) led by Mahmud Yunus.

After completing his studies at the Kulliyatul Muallimin al-Islamiyah school, his teacher asked him to become the director of the college. However, he could only fulfill the teacher's request for one year in 1936. After that, he returned to Gontor. KH. Imam Zarkasyi introduced a new educational program and immediately became its director. The institution was named Kulliyatul Muallimin al-Islamiyah (KMI).

His career paths outside the pesantren include the Head of the Madiun Residency Religion Office, Directorate of Religious Education of the Indonesian Ministry of Religious Affairs. In 1946, he served as the Head of the Education section of the Ministry of Religious Affairs and the Education Research Committee. In 1948-1955, he served as Chairman of the PB Association of Indonesian Islamic Teachers (PGII). Later, in 1951-1953, he served as the Head of Religious Education Planning at the Ministry of Religious Affairs. In 1953, he served as the Head of the Supervisory Board for Religious Education. In 1957, he served as the Chairman of the Religious Education and Teaching Advisory Council (MP3A) of the Ministry of Religious Affairs. In 1957, he served as the National Planning Board by President Soekarno. In 1962, he represented Indonesia in the 7th Mu'tamar Majma 'al-buthuth al-Islamiah (World Islamic academic congress) in Cairo, Egypt (Aufin, 2019).
Modern Pesantren

The essential elements in a pesantren are the boarding school where students live while studying, a mosque as a primary activity, the study of classical Islamic books as the source of references for religious knowledge, students and Kyai as a magnet, and the operation of a boarding school institution (Fauzan & Fata, 2019). Boarding schools have influenced the style and model of the education system in Indonesia, especially pesantren (Badrudin et al., 2017). Pesantren can be divided into three, namely Salafiyah (traditional), Khalafiyah (modern), and integrated pesantren (Anas, 2012).

Pondok Pesantren Modern is an educational institution that collaborates general learning and pesantren learning. It does not make the Kiai the absolute center of policy. Rather, the policies are based on deliberations with the teacher council and foundations. Furthermore, the students are expected to pay monthly fees for the classical learning system. Furthermore, every student who has completed his studies will get a certificate as proof that he has completed his studies at the boarding school.

Modern pesantren apply three systems in their learning (Makmun, 2016). The first system is the classical system by combining the pesantren curriculum and the Ministry of Religious Affairs curriculum or the National Education curriculum. The second is the course system which emphasizes foreign languages mastery, both Arabic and English. The student's ability to learn the language makes them understand various kinds of sourcebooks related to several types of knowledge, both religious and general sciences. Third, the training system fosters students' psychomotor ability and creates independent characters.

Modern Pesantren is an institution that leaves the traditional learning system and applies a classroom system, both Islamic schools and public schools. In contrast, the curriculum used is the curriculum of the National Education and the Ministry of Religious Affairs. The students live in a dormitory better known as the boarding school. The Kyai serves as the executive coordinator. The daily languages in the boarding school are Arabic or English as the local content curriculum. The curriculum in the modern pesantren education system has been formed and organized with the intrinsic values of Kitab Kuning accompanied by general knowledge.

METHOD

This research is a library of research, which uses literature from several books, notes, or several research results. The approach used is the historical approach that describes pesantren in Indonesia, especially KH. Imam Zarkasyi and his concept of thinking about the modernization of pesantren and the regeneration of community leaders. The qualitative data needed in this study is the biography of KH. Imam Zarkasyi and his concept of thinking about the modernization of pesantren and community leaders' regeneration.

The researchers employ data collecting techniques and instruments to identify discourses from several sources of books, papers or articles, magazines, journals, websites, and documentation. Furthermore, the researchers analyzed the data using a set of procedures to draw valid conclusions from books or documents related to the topic of discussion and research problems.

The data analysis procedure consists of selecting existing texts, arranging items in detail, conducting research, and drawing conclusions from existing data (Latipah et al., 2020). The procedure is more concisely shown in Figure 1.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

According to Imam Zarkasyi, modern Pesantren has several clear indicators:

**Pondok Modern Synthesis**
Changes were made from traditional Pesantren educational institutions to modern ones, thanks to KH. Imam Zarkasyi and his two brothers. They synthesized four academic institutions. First, the Al-Azhar Cairo University in Egypt is known for its generous endowments to provide scholarships to thousands of students from various parts of the world. Second, Syanggit in North Africa is known for its caregivers' generosity and sincerity in conveying knowledge and acting for religion, nation, and state. Third, Aligarh Muslim University in Mauritania has a great interest in improving the education and teaching system in the country. Fourth, Santiniketan College in India is famous for its simplicity, serenity, and peace.

**Educational Goals**
The weakness of pesantren institutions in the past is that there was no integrated management in their operations. The education followed the goals set by the Kyai. However, now, the institution aims to prepare students to live in the broader society following the students' existing skills.

**The Education System**
The pesantren changes the Watonan (mass) and Sorogan (individual) systems into the classical approach. Pondok Modern Gontor applies the classical and boarding school systems. The boarding school system prioritizes discipline to achieve the goals effectively and efficiently.

**Educational Method**
The combination of the boarding system and the regular school system provides an excellent opportunity for students to understand religious books in foreign languages, predominantly Kitab Kuning from various spiritual disciplines. The students must understand and speak Arabic and English in everyday life.

The method for understanding various kinds of Kitab Kuning is by direct way, exercises, Arabic textbooks. The learning system for language mastery instills a sense of confidence and high willingness. Therefore, students can master foreign languages well, especially Arabic. Arabic enables students to understand an extensive and accessible collection of Kitab Kuning from various scientific disciplines.

**Educational Materials and Curriculum**
The pesantren applies the Total Curriculum, which integrates general curriculum and religious curriculum, better known as Kulliyatul Muallimin Al-Islamiyah (KMI) curriculum (Erhan, 2020). Pondok Modern Gontor combines the madrasah system with the pesantren system to have a modern style through the implementation of a regular school system, the application of the written and hidden curriculum (Alhamuddin & Hamdani, 2018), and various methods (Sabila et al., 2020). Education is the most crucial part of human life by forming a mature and solid cadre to become a scholar, leader of the ummah, nation, and religion. Therefore, the objectives of the pesantren must be clear and directed, which are stated in the form of activities and programs.
Management of Educational Institutions

The traditional pesantren is a centralized system centered on a Kyai, making him the decision-maker. It harms the progress of the pesantren in the future. There is an assumption that if the kyai is gone, the pesantren he has pioneered will regress. The traditional management of the pesantren can sometimes progress if the Kyai is knowledgeable, resilient, fair, and democratic. On the other hand, if the Kyai has limited ability, is unfair, lacks enthusiasm, is authoritarian, and dictatorial, the pesantren will be destroyed (Nurhakim, 2018).

KH. Imam Zarkasyi applied a democratic, transparent, accountable, and united management pattern. The pesantren is transparent and organized through a waqf body system called "Board Waqf Pesantren Gontor (BWPMG)" on October 12, 1958. The ownership of the pesantren institution is not private. It belongs to the Muslim community. Therefore, all Muslims have a responsibility to progress the institution.

Mindset and Ethical Values

The boarding system allows the students to receive education, guidance, and care for 24 hours so that they can see and feel the educational and teaching values. The essence of the boarding school lies in the content and soul (spirit) of the pesantren because the heart and soul will control the atmosphere of life in the pesantren and become the soul for the student later in the society. Therefore, the spirit and soul of the pesantren are embedded in ethical values all day long, which are very useful for students when they are in boarding school or when they are in society. It is to instill the values of the soul that have been embedded in the students, which are better known as "Panca Jiwa," namely spirit of sincerity, the spirit of simplicity, the nature of independence, Ukhuwwah Islamiyah, and confidence of freedom (Suradi, 2018; Syamsuri & Saputro, 2019).

The five souls and the philosophy of life (high-minded, healthy, knowledgeable, and free-minded) become the spirit of character building for the students. At least, there are two basic meanings in understanding it, namely the growth of an egalitarian soul and the urge to progress. The five souls become the raw material for forming an egalitarian spirit as a distinctive Islamic social character. The Motto of Pondok encourages students to continue to progress, not stagnate in life. That is, dynamic with the times (Nurul Romdonly & Malihah, 2020).

Dress Style

The dress style of the students so far seems shabby with robes, sarongs, neat clothes, shirts. The teachers wear ties and suits when teaching and attending certain activities. The students are required to dress following the form of activities they will carry out.

Cadre System

The cadre is implemented with a guidance system from the boarding school leadership through training, assignments, habituation, guidance, humane approach, an approach based on a predetermined program. The system must be carried out following the desired target by upholding idealism guided by al-Qur'an and Sunnah of Rasulullah (Sulistiono, 2019). The goals are set so that these cadres can understand problems and solve them by always sticking to the pesantren philosophy values, namely Panca Jiwa and the Motto of the pesantren.

KH. Imam Zarkasyi instilled meaningful values in himself and the soul of each of his students to form a cadre of scholars and leaders who are religious and have good personalities supported by intellectuality in understanding religion and science. These values are better known as Panca Jiwa, which is applied
through daily habits in pesantren life (Ummah, 2017). The pesantren’s Motto is the philosophy of life, namely high-minded, healthy, knowledgeable, and free-minded (Ramdhani, 2017).

The synthesis of modern pesantren serves as a motivation to change the traditional pesantren education system into a modern one, to survive, and be independent. Clear institutional goals can create a generation with noble personalities, useful for the society, the country, and the nation, can educate and has a firm stand, and has high wisdom and loves knowledge. The point is to form students’ personalities, which include the aspects of religiosity, intellect, morality, and sociality (Kistoro et al., 2021). The purpose of establishing the pesantren is, first, to guide humans to become leaders on earth to do their duties and responsibilities. Second, to guide humans to have good personalities and characters through religious guidance. Third, to guide and nurture the potential of the human mind, soul, and body to work synergistically in strengthening their relationship with the Creator. Fourth, to teach humans to become human beings for the wider community (Berliani & Sudrajat, 2018).

Changes in the education system are carried out in a directed, orderly, neat, and well-organized manner (Sabila et al., 2020). The boarding school system with the regular school system makes it easier to teach foreign languages, namely Arabic and English. The classical system pattern in modern pesantren makes a difference in the education system applied in the old-style pesantren.

The system applied in modern pesantren has at least two important things: organized and integrated management. Several other reasons are, first, the fame of the Kyai and his knowledge of Islamic religious knowledge to attract students to study and seek knowledge even though they live far from the pesantren. To obtain the blessing of wisdom from the Kyai, the students must leave their hometown and settle near the Kyai’s residence. Second, almost all pesantren are established and located in villages with not enough housing to accommodate the students. So, boarding school is a solution. Third, the students consider Kyai as their parents who must always be protected from all dangers. Thus, it creates intimacy and the need to be close to each other continuously without feeling embarrassed. This attitude keeps the sense of responsibility to provide a proper place to live for their students (Arifin, 2015).

The classical system of teaching applied in Pesantren has become more effective and efficient in terms of time and costs to produce quality outputs or alumni who are ready to compete with alumni of other educational institutions. The point is to combine the madrasah education system with the pesantren education system to produce scholars and community leaders by implementing an effective and efficient learning system.

The Total Curriculum is fundamental in management to realize advanced pesantren. It creates an education system that can create collaboration and integrate religious knowledge with general knowledge by balancing the division of religious studies and general science (Anas, 2012). The curriculum does not experience a setback but is improving because the problem lies in human resources, not in the curriculum. Curriculum changes will not achieve excellent and maximum results if not followed by increased human resources.

Management reforms in pesantren institutions have had a significant impact on changing the leadership model of pesantren, which is more open and collective in nature, independent, sustainable, and uses the Five Terms development program (Katni et al., 2020). If the boarding school institutions continue to survive and exist despite obstacles in the face of advances in
information and technology, then the pesantren should have a waqf body and become a mainstay for the future survival of the pesantren. Through the waqf bodies, the centralized management system can be decentralized that involves many administrators.

There is a change in the leadership pattern of the boarding school from a Kyai who is the absolute authority to become a collective authority under the waqf body. A change of control from individual to joint management develops the institution and minimizes conflicts. The Head of the boarding school is elected by the waqf body once every five years. In leading the existing institutions and divisions, the leadership of the boarding school is also acting as the caretaker.

A boarding school system prioritizes simplicity, idealism, equality, brotherhood, self-confidence, and courage to live. It creates a democratic spirit due to the cooperation in overcoming problems and curricula. The students do not suffer from symbolic diseases, namely obtaining degrees and certificates, because some of the pesantren do not give credentials to their students, and the alumni do not want to occupy government positions.

Designing a pesantren education model with a vision for the future will unite the students in both the social and national spheres. They are taught in the spirit of modernity to respect others. This value is not trained only verbally, but is grown in various aspects of education that can be seen, felt, and lived by the students. The five souls and the Motto of the boarding school are very valuable and become filters from the harmful effects of globalization.

Pesantren is determined by three essential elements: the independence instilled by the leadership of the pesantren, the value of Kitab Kuning as reference material in exploring religious knowledge, and the social values (Qomar, 2015).

A boarding school should have the following criteria: first, have excellent modern management and administration. Second, it is not tied to Kyai figures as the central leadership. Third, the modern educational system that integrates religious knowledge and general sciences. Fourth, building facilities and infrastructure are established, well-ordered, permanent, and fenced. The various educational facilities available are part of their excellence in improving human resources.

There is a combination of the three education centers, namely: first, formal education (school), which occurs when the students are in a classroom environment under the supervision of a boarding school. Second, informal education (family), which is when the students are in the dormitory. Third, non-formal education (community), namely the student community. All of them are integrated to realize the boarding school system. The boarding system helps carry out the implementation of the curriculum every day for 24 hours. The process of integrating madrasah (modern education system) into pesantren can be classified into three types (Jamaluddin, 2012). The first type is full integration. It implements the Salafiyah pesantren education system and madrasah education. The second type is selective integration that maintains the Salafiyah education system and adopts the madrasah education system but only as an instrument. The teaching and learning process in madrasah uses its curriculum and does not adopt the general madrasah education curriculum. The third type is instrumental integration done by changing the Salafiyah education system into foreign languages-centered, namely Arabic and English. It uses the madrasah education system in the teaching and learning process. Pondok Gontor belongs to the third category and plays a significant role in transmitting this type of
integration through the boarding schools established by its alumni.

Several factors have considerable influences and roles in the scarcity of ulama in Indonesia. First, the large number of scholars who have changed their professions and the high interest in becoming council members resulted in ulama leaving their pesantren and congregations to pursue their professions. Not all ulama who are members of the council officials can play a good role. At the same time, the pesantren education institutions are weak due to the abandonment of their Kyai. The second factor is the weak cadres related to the regeneration of the ulama. Third, the emergence of a three-ministerial decree in 1975, which applied in the division of subjects in madrasas to be 70% general sciences and 30% religion.

KH. Imam Zarkasyi made his students into Munzirul Qaum and leaders of the ummah, nation, and country through the five souls and the philosophy of life. The pesantren founded aims to be an educational institution to produce cadres of community leaders and be a place of worship for studying and a source of Islamic knowledge, language, al-Quran, and general knowledge. The mission of the pesantren is, first, forming a superior Islamic generation towards the formation of the excellent ummah. Second, to educate and develop a generation of Muslims who are high-minded, healthy, knowledgeable, free-minded, and sincere to society. Third, it teaches religious and general knowledge in a balanced manner towards the formation of intellectual scholars. Fourth, it realizes citizens with Indonesian personalities who believe and have devotion to Allah.

Abdullah Syukri Zarkasyi explained that a good pesantren institution first has certain advantages and characteristics as the Munzirul Qaum and leaders of the ummah, nation, and country through the five souls values and the life philosophy. Second, the creation of solid and robust integrity between Kyai, teachers, and students towards the inculcation of the five soul values, vision-mission, orientation, systems, and standards. Third, there is an integration between family education (boarding school), school education, and community education that mutually supports the students’ spirit of leadership. Fourth, the boarding system makes students stay in the boarding school for 24 hours. It has a positive impact on implementing the totality of boarding school education by promoting Uswatun Hasanah and habits to develop cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains. The integrated learning system that includes curriculum, caregivers, teachers, and integrated learning system will greatly affect the students in terms of knowledge, skills, and attitudes or behavior.

The regeneration of the people can be seen from the concept of education instilled by KH. Imam Zarkasyi, namely the Plural education model. His plural education model addresses problems related to differences or diversity by uniting them in one Pesantren. Even though they live together with different backgrounds, everything unites by being residents of the pesantren community. It makes the students tolerant following the concept of Bhineka Tunggal Ika. Students’ daily life is not individualistic but communalistic. It forms solid social ties among students, which give birth to Islamic brotherhood.

Panca Jiwa contributes positively to building the character of the Muslim generation (Lukman et al., 2021). They are expected to become leaders and scholars who can face various kinds of developments in globalization and rapid information technology progress (Radino et al., 2021).

The mental concept of five souls (Nurul Romdoni & Malihah, 2020) is applied and implemented in the daily lives of students with a deep appreciation. The
soul is what drives the boarding schools to compete at the national and international levels. The concept of the soul becomes an essential provision in community life. The five souls are implemented through the figure of a Kyai who becomes a role model. The Kyai leadership has power, charisma, and religious knowledge. The pattern of leadership is applied to form cadres through direction, training, assignments, habituation, guidance, and approaches (humans, programs, and idealism).

The Motto of the pesantren, Standing above and for all groups, contains Indonesian insight. Based on this thought, pesantren will continue to develop because it is based on the values of unity and integrity, which have been developed and instilled in the students.

CONCLUSION

This study indicates that modern pesantren as an educational institution has been well-managed and provides great impacts on students or santri as cadres of scholars who are educated to become the next ulama’s successors. Some research findings also illustrate that there is a good and integrated curriculum between religious and general material. A tiered learning system has been adapted to students’ cognitive, affective, and psychomotor development. Qualified and competent teachers or ustadz affect the students’ development as the future cadres of scholars. The Modern Pesantren education model in the future can become an important reference and guide in managing the Islamic education system. Like other research, this research also has some limitations from the initial process to the conclusion. Subsequent studies are encouraged to strengthen and improve the results obtained.
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